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September 18: Love Justice International

Love Justice International Video
Exciting news!
The video I told you about in our last newsletter has been released and I can now tell you a
little more about it.
As I told you last time, I was hired to shoot the video for Tiny Hands International. What I
couldn't tell you was that the video was created as part of the campaign to launch their new
organizational name and brand. Tiny Hands International is now Love Justice International. You
can read more about the reasons for the transition in this letter from their president.
The concept for the video was something I pitched to them for another project in the spring.
Unfortunately, that project fell through for several reasons and eventually became the basis for
this video. This whole project came together in the span of a week and a few days. I was
incredibly blessed to have the help of Saral, one of their staff members in Nepal in producing
this video. He made everything you see in the video possible. From finding locations to
recruiting actors to being an actor himself. He did it all.
Due to my time constraints, the video was edited by a studio in Nebraska.
Love Justice does amazing work. They work to
prevent people from being trafficked by
monitoring border crossings and public
transportation hubs. Check out their website
at www.lovejustice.ngo to learn more about
what they are doing and how they are doing it.
Here's the video we filmed for them in Nepal –
click on the picture to the right to view it.
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We just crossed 500,000 views on our YouTube channel!
This past week we passed 500,000 views on our YouTube Channel. It is reassuring that the
stories we have told and the videos we have made are still reaching an audience and affecting
people’s lives.
Our most viewed video by far is Lily's Story, the very first story we produced about a family who
adopted an HIV positive girl in China. We honestly had no idea what we were doing when we
filmed it but it is amazing to see the results it has had and the amount of people that have
watched it.

On Bryon's Blog "Why Comfort is a Brutal Master"

Why Comfort is a Brutal Master
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Personal Update
Praises:
1. We have had some time off to rest and spend time as a family.
2. Fresh air off the ocean here on the coast.
3. The blessing of seeing our work reaching an audience and having an effect.
Requests:
1. Lorilee's health, we are going to go to Bangkok to meet with a Dr. to see what he can do
to help Lorilee.
2. That our time off will be beneficial for our family and for Lorilee's health. That we can
find other families to connect with on the coast so the kids can have friends to play with.
3. Safe travels to Thailand for Lorilee’s dr. visit.
Thanks for reading! I hope you have a wonderful week,
Bryon (also Lorilee, Lily and Ian)
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